The classica KrulI dimension of a ring, defined in terms of Iengths of chains of prime ideals, extends naturally enough to non-commutative rings and has a certain utility in that area. However it is not a sensitive indicator of the structure of many rings, simple rings being the extreme example. In the paper of P. Gabriel and R. Rentschler [3] a new Krull dimension was introduced with advantages over the old definition. It applies to modules as well as to rings and, in the extreme case of simple rings, gives an indication of how far the ring deviates from being artinian simple. A detailed and careful account of the elementary properties of this dimension, together with certain applications, will be found in G. Krause [6]. We shall assume that the elementary properties are known to the reader and study the practical effects which the presence of Krull dimension imparts to the ring structure.
ascending chain condition on annihilator ideals. The methods used for the proof of the main theorem differ from those usual in nil problems and depend on the existence and behavior of the associated primes of zero (maximal annihilator ideals).
Let R be a ring and M be a right R-module. The new Krull dimension of M is denoted by j M /. The general definition is given in Krause [5] ; it should be noted that j M j can be any ordinal number. In particular 1 M 1 = 0 means that M has the minimum condition for submodules. It does not necessarily imply that M has composition series.
The Krull dimension of the right R-module R, is denoted by / R 1, and we shall deal only with right R-modules. The classical Krull dimension of R is denoted by cl 1 R j. It is known to exist (as an ordinal) if and only if the maximum condition holds for prime ideals of R. A right noetherian ring has both a classical and a new Krull dimension, but the converse does not hold.
An R-module M, where j M / exists, is of finite rank, that is, there are no infinite direct sums of submodules in M. In particular, when / R j exists, then any finitely generated R-module M has Krull dimension and / M ] < j R /; thus M must have finite rank. It follows that M has uniform submodules and there is a finite direct sum of these which is an essential submodule of M. LEMMA 1. Let R be a ring, where / R I exists, and U be a right ideal such that j U / = j U' ! for any abodes 0 # U' C U. The ~~~~u~ ~o~d~t~o~ holds for the set of left annihiZators {Z(u)lu E U).
Proof, The existence of a right ideal U with this property is clear because ordinals satisfy the minimum condition. When I U I = 0 the minimum condition holds for subideals of U and the lemma is obvious. When j U / > 0 we adjoin the integers Z to R, the Krull dimensions of U and R are not affected, because / Z j = 1. The purpose of this construction becomes clear, since we may have uR = 0 and u # 0. The extended ring is still denoted by R.
Consider a sequence of right ideals u3 VI3 i&3 *-I and Z(U) c E(U,) c E(U,) .** For large integers n we have
Let u E U, , b E I( U,). Set X = (x E R j ux E U%,,). Then (%R + Un+,Wm+, m RlX.
and then 1 R/X I < I U 1. Now R/X maps onto buR, since buX = 0. It foliows that / buR 1 < 1 U / and bu = 0, applying the hypothesis. Hence j( U,,,) = Z( 7.7,) and the lemma holds.
THEOREM 2. A semi-prime ring R with Krull dimension has a semi-simple artin vight ~otient ring.
Proof. We know that R has finite rank and need only check that it has act for right annihilators. This is equivalent to asserting that the singular ideal .Z of R is zero. Let aR be a right ideal in 2 and i UR / be minimal. By lemma 1 we can suppose that Z(a) = E(ax) for all x E R, unless ax = 0. Now r(a) n aR =# 0, because r(ax) is an essential right ideal. Let axay = 0 and ay # 0, then j(a) = Z(ay) implies that axa = 0. This now holds for all x E R and (aR)2 = 0, which implies that aR = 0, hence 2 = 0 and the theorem is proved.
The following corohary was proved in Krause [6] in the special case of fully bounded rings. Using theorem 2 his proof can be adapted to obtain the general result.
COROLLARY. Let R be a ring with Kr~~~ d~rn~~o~. Then R has &z&al Krull dimension and / R / 3 cl ) R j.
Let M be an R-module, where R is a commutative ring, and suppose that ] &Z j exists. Then M is of finite rank and has an essential submodule v;@*..@U,, where the U, are uniform submodules. For any uniform submodule V define P=assV=(x~R~ux=O,someO#u~U).
Clearly P is a prime ideal of R. Thus we have defined prime ideals PI ,..., P, where Pk = ass U, . Some of these may be equal and others may be embedded, as in noetherian rings LEMMA 3. Let U be a unijorm ~~brnod~le of 32, where j M j exists, apld P=assU.The~uP=OforsomeO#u~U.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1. We can assume that R has unit element, adjoining the integers if need be. Consider sequences of submodules U 3 U1 3 U, 3 ... and let T, = ann U, for YE = 1, 2,... . If all such sequences (T,} become stationary, the maximum condition holds for the set A of annihilators of subsets in U. Then A has a unique maximal element P and clearly P = ass U. Moreover P = arm u1 for some 0 # iY C 51;. Otherwise there is a sequence U, 3 Us 3 a** such that TI $ Ts 5; Ts . . . . where T,, = ann V, . For large n we have Let u E U,, and X = (x E R ( ux E U,,,) then 0 = uT~+,X and, since 1 R/X 1 < / U /, it follows that 1 ubR 1 < / U / for any b E: T,,, .
Now there is a submodule 5' such that j Y j = \ P" ( for all 0 # V C I/. Apply the first part of the proof and obtain P = ass V = ass U and VP = 0 for some 0 f 2, E V. It is interesting that modules with Krull dimension satisfy the conditions studied in E. G. Evans [I] .
We shall use Lemma 4, when M = R. The associated primes of zero are P r ,..., P, say. Any zero divisor of R lies in PI u .*. u P,n , so that the maximal elements of Pi ,..., P, are the maximal annihilator ideals of R. Proof. Apply Lemma 3 to the factor ring Rlann A = w. Let P be an annihilator prime of R and P be its inverse image in R. Then SPA = 0; SA#O for some ideal S. Now P 3 N and the rest follows. Let PI ,..., Pk be the maximal annihilator primes of a commtitative ring R and A be an ideal which is zero at each PJocalisation. Then A = 0.
Proof. IfO#aaA,thenannaCPiforsomei= l,...,k.Nowaiszero at the Pi-localisation if and only if UC = 0 for some c # Pi . This gives a contradiction, unless A = 0. THEOREM 7. Let R be a commutative ring with unit element and having Krull dimension. Suppose that cl / R / < 00, then the nil radical of R is nilpotent.
Proof.
The proof is by induction on cl 1 R j. When cl 1 R ( = 0, all prime ideals are maximal. Thus N is the Jacobson radical and R/N is an artin ring by theorem 2. The module N/N2 has finite rank over R/N and, R/N being an artin ring, it follows that N/N2 is a finitely generated semi-simple module.
Let N/N2 be generated by the cosets of nr ,..., nk and C = C niR, then C + N2 = N and C is a nilpotent ideal. This gives (N/C)N = N/C, which contradicts N # Na in the factor ring R/C. Hence N = C and N is nilpotent. Indeed the proof shows that R is an artin ring, although this fact is not needed.
Assume that cl 1 R 1 = n > 0 and that the theorem holds for rings of lower classical dimension. Localise at the maximal annihilator primes Pi ,..., Pk of R. In each case this gives a local ring S with maximal ideal M and cl j S 1 < cE 1 R 1 It is important to have an example of a ring with Krull dimension which does not have act on annihilator ideals since otherwise Theorem 7 is wellknown and easy.
Let R be Z,, with zero multiplication and with E adjoined in the usual way. N = Z,, is the nil radical and N2 = 0. Also R/N w Z so that cl I R / = 1. The case of Theorem 7 for arbitrary Krull dimension is unsettled and would follow if it could be shown that R has the minimum condition for annihilator prime ideals.
